Translational Science Lung Cancer Subcommittee Agenda

Date: Friday, July 17, 2015
Start/End Time: 4:00 pm – 6:00 pm
Chairs: Bo Lu, MD

4:00 – 4:05 Introduction and Welcome
(Bo Lu, MD)

(Anthony Magliocco, MD)

4:20 – 4:35 “Role 3q Driver Genes in the Response of NSCLC to Radiotherapy”
(Albert Attia, MD)

4:35 – 5:05 “Immunosequencing: Generating a Potential New Class of Diagnostics”
(Sharon Benzeno, PhD, MBA)

5:05 – 5:25 “Broad Assessment of Treatment – Modulated Adaptive Immunity”
(Lawrence Fong, MD)

5:25 – 5:40 “MRTB Working Groups, Project Teams, NExT and CTEP Activities”
(Mansoor Ahmed, PhD)

5:40 – 5:55 “Translational Potential of TGF Beta Inhibitors: NSCLC Preclinical Studies”
(Mary Helen Barcellos-Hoff, PhD)

5:55 – 6:00 Conclusion and Adjournment
(Bo Lu, MD)